
Have a safe journey

Saf3StarEmergency opening

Safety meets flexibility 
New median crossing with open design 

H2 | W4 | B | VI5



On the approach to structures, such as tunnels and bridges, 

the combination of safety and flexibility is particularly 

important. Repair work often takes place at these locations, 

meaning that traffic needs to be diverted. Median crossings 

are therefore installed in front of such structures to allow for 

the necessary flexibility in management of traffic and road 

routing. The areas around tunnels and bridges are also 

typically prone to accidents. A median crossing with an 

emergency opening can provide quick access for emergency 

services and also enables the quick release of any trapped 

traffic, which helps to minimise the delays caused to other 

road users.

Easy opening, easy maintenance 

The new Emergency opening SafeStar with containment level 

H2 and working width W4 has a light and elegant design. The 

innovative system has a minimum opening length of 36m. 

It can be easily adapted to local conditions in 4.5m or 9.0m 

modular units. The emergency opening can be opened within 

15 minutes by only two people without specialist tools. The 

integrated 4.5m-long emergency gate can be opened in less 

than two minutes in an emergency, where time is critical. The 

use of standard components from the SafeStar product family  

ensures easy connection to existing vehicle restraint systems 

and simplifies assembly, maintenance, and repair.

Advantages of the open design 

The Emergency opening SafeStar is an open median crossing 

erected on posts. The open design reduces the risk of water 

accumulation and aquaplaning after heavy rainfall. Open 

guardrails also provide crossing opportunities for small 

animals. According to numerous studies, motorists prefer 

open systems because closed walls create uncertainty and 

increase the risk of accidents.
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Saf3StarEmergency opening

TECHNICAL DATA 

Working width (m) 1.30

Dyn. deflection (m) 0.90 

Vehicle intrusion (m) 1.60

Installation condition Asphalt/concrete 

Construction height (m) 1.00

Construction width (m) 0.39

Type Double-sided

Post distance (m) 2.25

Test length (m)
40.5  

(Opening section 36.0 m)



Open the system in a few steps on the example  
of the emergency gate (4.5 m)

Initial situation

1.

3.

2.

4.

Lock the lifting device and rise the system Disassembly of pin-wedge connection

Disassembly and hang up the socket posts Open the emergency gate
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saferoad-rrs.com

Saferoad RRS GmbH

Tauentzienstraße 4

10789 Berlin

T + 49 30 21 24 91 11

berlin@saferoad-rrs.de

Do you have any questions or need more information?  
We look forward to hearing from you.


